File is a collection of information that computer uses. The information is sensitive part of the organization. Any loss or threat to information can prove to be great loss to the organization as well to people. There are various means to protect the files from various threats. This paper describes various symmetric algorithms like Advanced Encryption Standard (AES), Blowfish, and DESX, a stronger variation of Data Encryption Standard (DES) to protect various types of files such as EXE, DOC, WMV and AVI files. The comparison of these algorithms is done in terms of Encryption and Decryption Throughput.
INTRODUCTION
Cryptography algorithms play an important role in providing security to networks. They can be categorized into Symmetric (private) and Asymmetric (public) keys encryption. In Asymmetric keys, two keys are used; private and public keys. Public key is used for encryption and private key is used for decryption. In Symmetric keys encryption or secret key encryption, only one key is used to encrypt and decrypt data. Symmetric algorithms can be divided into two categories: block ciphers and stream ciphers. The block ciphers operate on data in groups or blocks. Examples are DESX, a variation of Data Encryption Standard (DES), Blowfish and Advanced Encryption Standard (AES) On the other hand, stream ciphers only operate on a single bit at a time which makes them more suitable for real time applications such as multimedia. Example is RC4.
DESX uses one 128-bit key [8] while AES uses various 128, 192 or 256 bit keys [6] [12] . Blowfish uses various 32-448 default 128 bits [1] [11] . Encryption algorithms consume significant amount of computing resources such as CPU time, battery power etc. Battery power is subjected to the problem of energy consumption due to encryption algorithms. The decision regarding battery consumption needs to be taken to reduce the consumption of battery powered devices.
DESCRIPTION OF VARIOUS ALGORITHMS
2.1 DESX DESX is a stronger variation of the DES encryption algorithm [7] . In DESX, the input plaintext is bitwise XORed with 64 bits of additional key material before encryption with DES and the output is also bitwise XORed with another 64 bits of key material [9] .
Blowfish
It was developed by Bruce Scheiner. It is unpatent, license free and is available free for all of the users. It has key length that vary from 32 to 448 bits and uses default 128 bits [2] [10]. That key is used to generate 18; 32 bit sub keys and four 8X 32 S-boxes containing a total of 1024 32-bit entries. The total is 4168 bytes that makes it most conventional algorithm. Security of Blowfish is unchallenged and is successor to Twofish.
AES
It is approved by US government in 2000 for encryption of sensitive but unclassified data. It has variable key length of 128, 192 or 256 bits [5] . It has 10, 12 or 14 rounds depending on the size of the key. It is fast and flexible. It is well suited for implementation in hardware and software.
EFFECT OF CRYPTOGRAPHY ALGORITHMS ON EXECUTABLE FILE BASED ON VARYING KEY SIZE
The results are carried out using two simulations Crypt4free and Cript AES. Using these simulations Encryption and Decryption throughput can be determined.
Encryption Throughput
The encryption throughput can be determined by calculating the total plaintext encrypted on total encryption time of various encryption algorithms. Increased throughput results in decrease of power consumption. The results are shown with respect to key size variation and describes that Blowfish algorithm is superior of all algorithms. AES has advantage over DESX in terms of throughput. DESX has low performance in terms of power consumption and throughput than AES and Blowfish. The horizontal axis denotes algorithm and vertical axis key size. 
Decryption Throughput
Decryption throughput can be determined by calculating the total cipher text decrypted over the decryption time. It is clear from the figure that Blowfish algorithm is superior of all algorithms. AES has advantage over DESX as it can be seen over 128 bit key size and DESX has low performance in terms of power consumption and throughput than AES and Blowfish. 
EFFECT OF CRYPTOGRAPHY ALGORITHMS ON DOCUMENT FILE BASED ON VARYING KEY SIZE

Encryption Throughput
A Document file is a text or binary file for storing documents on storage media especially for use of computers. In case of 128 bit key size, AES has highest throughput as compared to DESX and Blowfish. AES and Blowfish has same throughput in case of 192 bit key size. In all other cases Blowfish has highest throughput. 
Decryption Throughput
In decrypting the document files Blowfish algorithm is superior of all the algorithms in terms of power consumption and throughput. AES and DESX has same throughput in all cases. Blowfish has double throughput as compared to AES and DESX as it takes less time to decrypt the document file. 
EFFECT OF CRYPTOGRAPHY ALGORITHMS ON AUDIO VIDEO INTERFACE (AVI) FILE BASED ON VARYING KEY SIZE
Encryption Throughput
Audio Video Interleave (AVI) file is multimedia container format introduced by Microsoft and contains both audio and video in a file container that synchronous audio with video playback. In encrypting AVI file, DESX has low performance as compared to Blowfish and AES in terms of throughput. AES has an advantage over DESX and Blowfish has superior performance as compared to AES and DESX. .AVI file of 76.8 MB
Decryption Throughput
In decrypting AVI files, AES has slightly more throughput than DESX. Blowfish has double throughput as compared to AES and DESX. DESX still has low performance than AES and Blowfish. 
CONCLUSION
This paper presents the performance evaluation of various cryptographic algorithms for various types of files. The algorithms are Blowfish, DESX and AES. In Encrypting and Decrypting .EXE files, Blowfish has superior performance than other algorithms and DESX has low performance and AES has advantage over DESX. In Encrypting .DOC files, AES is superior than other algorithms. Blowfish and DESX both have same performance whereas in Decrypting .DOC files, Blowfish is superior. AES and DESX both have same performance in encrypting. WMV files, Blowfish is superior to DESX and AES. AES has advantage over DESX in terms of throughput whereas in Decrypting WMV files, Blowfish is superior than other algorithms. AES and DESX both have same performance. In Encrypting and Decrypting AVI files, Blowfish is superior to other algorithms. AES has advantage over DESX in terms of throughput. In order to consume less energy and power, it will be better to replace the algorithms that consume more energy, modification in the algorithms and to implement new design of algorithms.
